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Abstract
The term programmable matter refers to matter which has the ability to change its physical properties (shape,
density, moduli, conductivity, optical properties, etc.) in a programmable fashion, based upon user input or
autonomous sensing. This has many applications like smart materials, autonomous monitoring and repair, and
minimal invasive surgery. While programmable matter might have been considered pure science fiction more than
two decades ago, in recent years a large amount of research has been conducted in this field. Often programmable
matter is envisioned as a very large number of small locally interacting computational particles. We propose the
Amoebot model, a new model which builds upon this vision of programmable matter. Inspired by the behavior
of amoeba, the Amoebot model offers a versatile framework to model self-organizing particles and facilitates
rigorous algorithmic research in the area of programmable matter. We present an algorithm for the problem of
coating an infinite object under this model, and prove the correctness of the algorithm and that it is work-optimal.
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1 Introduction
Recent advances in microfabrication and cellular engineering foreshadow that in the next few decades it might be
possible to assemble myriads of simple information processing units at almost no cost. Microelectronic mechanical
components have become so inexpensive to manufacture that one can anticipate integrating logic circuits, microsen-
sors, and communications devices onto nano-computational components. Imagine coating bridges and buildings
with smart paint that senses and reports on traffic and wind loads and monitors structural integrity. A smart-paint
coating on a wall could sense vibrations, monitor the premises for intruders, and cancel noise. There has also been
amazing progress in understanding the biochemical mechanisms in individual cells such as the mechanisms behind
cell signaling and cell movement [3]. Recently, it has been demonstrated that, in principle, biological cells can
be turned into finite automata [8] or even pushdown automata [35], so one can imagine that some day one can
tailor-make biological cells to function as sensors and actuators, as programmable delivery devices, and as chemical
factories for the assembly of nano-scale structures.
One can envision producing vast quantities of individual microscopic computational particles—whether micro-
fabricated particles or engineered cells—to form programmable matter, as coined by Toffoli and Margolous [44].
These particles are possibly faulty, sensitive to the environment, and may produce various types of local actions that
range from changing their internal state to communicating with other particles, sensing the environment, moving to
a different location, changing shape or color, or even replicating. Those individual local actions may then be used to
change the physical properties, color, and shape of the matter at a global scale.
We propose Amoebot, a new amoeba-inspired model for programmable matter1. In our model, the programmable
matter consists of particles that can bond to neighboring particles and use these bonds to form connected structures.
Particles only have local information and have modest computational power: Each particle has only a constant-
size memory and behaves similarly to a finite state machine. The particles act asynchronously and they achieve
locomotion by expanding and contracting, which resembles the behavior of amoeba [3].
1.1 Our Contributions
Our proposed Amoebot model, presented in Section 3, offers a versatile framework to model self-organizing particles
and facilitates rigorous algorithmic research in the area of programmable matter. In addition, we present an algorithm
for the problem of coating an infinite object under this model in Section 5.2, and prove the correctness of the
algorithm (Theorem 1) and that the algorithm is work-optimal (Theorem 2).
2 Related Work
While programmable matter may have seemed like science fiction more than two decades ago, we have seen many
advances in this field recently. One can distinguish between active and passive systems. In passive systems the
particles either do not have any intelligence at all (but just move and bond based on their structural properties or due
to chemical interactions with the environment), or they have limited computational capabilities but cannot control
their movements. Examples of research on passive systems are DNA computing [1, 10, 14, 20, 38, 48], tile self-
assembly systems in general [41, 42], population protocols [4], and slime molds [11, 36, 46]. We will not describe
these models in detail as they are only of little relevance for our approach. On the other hand in active systems,
there are computational particles that can control the way they act and move in order to solve a specific task. Self-
organizing networks, robotic swarms, and modular robotic systems are some examples of active systems.
Self-organizing networks have been studied in many different contexts. Networks that evolve out of local, self-
organizing behavior have been heavily studied in the context of complex networks such as small-world networks
[6, 33, 47]. However, whereas a common approach for the complex networks field is to study the global effect of
given local interaction rules, we aim at developing local interaction rules in order to obtain a desired global effect.
1A preliminary version of our model was presented at the First Biological Distributed Algorithms (BDA) Workshop, co-located with
DISC, October 2013, and has appeard as a Brief Announcement at ACM SPAA 2014 [22, 21].
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In the area of swarm robotics it is usually assumed that there is a collection of autonomous robots that have
limited sensing, often including vision, and communication ranges, and that can freely move in a given area. They
follow a variety of goals, as for example graph exploration (e.g., [27]), gathering problems (e.g., [2, 16]) , and shape
formation problem (e.g., [28]). Surveys of recent results in swarm robotics can be found in [32, 37]; other samples
of representative work can be found in e.g., [25, 7, 18, 19, 17, 31, 30, 43, 26, 39, 34, 5, 40]. Besides work on how
to set up robot swarms in order to solve certain tasks, a significant amount of work has also been invested in order to
understand the global effects of local behavior in natural swarms like social insects, birds, or fish (see e.g., [13, 9]).
While the analytical techniques developed in the area of swarm robotics and natural swarms are of some relevance
for this work, the underlying model differs significantly as we do not allow free movement of particles.
While swarm robotics focuses on inter-robotic aspects in order to perform certain tasks, the field of modular self-
reconfigurable robotic systems focuses on intra-robotic aspects such as the design, fabrication, motion planning, and
control of autonomous kinematic machines with variable morphology (see e.g., [29, 50]). Metamorphic robots form
a subclass of self-reconfigurable robots that shares the characteristics of our model that all particles are identical and
that they fill space without gaps [15]. The hardware development in the field of self-reconfigurable robotics has been
complemented by a number of algorithmic advances (e.g., [12, 45]), but so far mechanisms that scale to hundreds or
thousands of individual units are still under investigation, and no rigorous theoretical foundation is available yet.
As in our model, the work in [24] also assumes that each system particle is a finite state machine with constant-
size memory operating in an asynchronous distributed fashion. However, the work in [24] assumes a static network
topology and the problems considered only address what can be computed in an asynchronous network of random-
ized constant-size memory finite state machines, and not how desired topology/shape can be achieved in systems
where finite state machine particles can move (in addition to computing).
The nubot model [49], by Woods et al., was developped independently to our model (our model was originally
presented at the First Workshop on Biological Distributed Algorithms (BDA), October 2013 [22, 21]), and aims
at providing the theoretical framework that would allow for a more rigorous algorithmic study of biomolecular-
inspired systems, more specifically of self-assembly systems with active molecular components. While our model
shares many similarities with the nubot model at a high level, many of the assumptions underlying the nubot model
are different from ours: For example, in the nubot model, particles are allowed to replicate at will and are allowed
to drag many other particles as they move in space (which is pertinent in many molecular level systems, but which
would not be feasible in systems with very large numbers of nano-robots with weak bond structures); also the number
of states (and hence also the memory size) that a particle can be in is proportional to log n—where n relates to the
number of particles in the final desired configuration the system should assume—whereas in our model the number
of possible states is assumed to be constant.
3 Model
Consider the equilateral triangular graph Geqt, see Figure1. A particle occupies either a single node or a pair of
Figure 1: The left half of the figure depicts a section of the infinite equilateral triangular graph Geqt. Nodes are shown as
black circles. For four of the nodes the dual faces in the hexagonal tiling of the Euclidean plane are shown in gray. The right
half shows five particles on the graph. When depicting particles we draw the graph as a gray mesh without nodes. A particle
occupying a single node is depicted as a black circle, and a particle occupying two nodes is depicted as two black circles
connected by an edge.
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adjacent nodes in Geqt, and every node can be occupied by at most one particle. Two particles occupying adjacent
nodes are defined to be connected and we refer to such particles as neighbors. The graph Geqt is the dual graph
of the hexagonal tiling of the Euclidean plane as indicated in Figure 1. So geometrically the space occupied by a
particle is bound by either one face or two adjacent faces in this tiling of the plane.
Every particle has a state from a finite set Q. Connected particles can communicate via the edges connecting
them in the following way. A particle p holds a flag from a finite alphabet Σ for each edge that is incident to p (i.e.,
all edges incident to a node occupied by p except the edge between the occupied nodes if p occupies two nodes). A
particle occupying the node on the other side of such an edge can read this flag. This communication process can be
used in both directions over an edge. In order to allow a particle p to address the edges incident to it, the edges are
labeled from the local perspective of p. This labeling starts with 0 at an edge leading to a node that is only adjacent
to one of the nodes occupied by p and increases counter-clockwise around the particle.
Particles move through expansion and contraction: If a particle occupies one node, it can expand into an unoc-
cupied adjacent node to occupy two nodes. If a particle occupies two nodes, it can contract out of one of these nodes
to occupy only a single node. (Those two actions can be naturally physically realized on the dual hexagonal tiling of
the Euclidean plane.) Accordingly, we call a particle occupying a single node contracted and a particle occupying
two nodes expanded. Note that we can identify six directions in our graph corresponding to the directions of the
six edges incident to a node. The direction of the edge labeled 0 is defined to remain constant throughout all move-
ment. We call this direction the orientation of a particle. Figure 2 shows an example of the movement of a particle.
Besides executing expansions and contractions in isolation, we allow pairs of connected particles to combine these
primitives to perform a coordinated movement: One particle can contract out of a certain node at the same time as
another particle expands into that node. We call this movement a handover, see Figure 3. The particles involved in
a handover are defined to remain connected during its execution.
Computationally, particles resemble finite state machines. A particle acts according to a transition function
δ : Q× Σ10 → P(Q× Σ10 ×M).
For a particle p the function takes the current state of p and the flags p can read via its incident edges as arguments.
Here, the i-th coordinate of the tuple Σ10 represents the flag read via the edge labeled i when numbering the coor-
dinates of the tuple starting at 0. If for a label i there is no edge with that label or if the respective edge leads to a
node that is not occupied, the coordinate of the tuple is defined to be ε. The value ε ∈ Σ is reserved for this purpose
and cannot be set as a flag by a particle. The transition function maps to a set of turns. A turn is a tuple specifying a
state to assume, flags to set, and a movement to execute. The set of movements is defined as
M = {idle} ∪ {expandi | i ∈ [0, 9]} ∪ {contracti | i ∈ [0, 9]} ∪ {handoverContracti | i ∈ [0, 9]}.
The movement idle means that p does not move, and expandi and contracti are defined as mentioned above. The
index i specifies the edge that defines the direction along which the movement should take place, as shown in the
Figure 2: The three parts of the figure show a moving particle together with the labels seen by the particle. On the left, the
particle occupies only a single node. The particle then expands in the direction of the edge labeled 4 resulting in the particle
occupying two nodes as depicted in the middle. Since the expansion changes the number of edges incident to the particle, the
edges have to be relabeled. The direction of the edge labeled 0 remains constant. Next the particle contracts out of one of the
nodes it currently occupies towards the direction of the edge labeled 6 resulting in the particle occupying only a single node as
depicted on the right. Again, the edges incident to the particle are relabeled.
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Figure 3: Two particles performing a handover.
example in Figure 2. Note that there are only two possible directions for a contract operation. The movement
handoverContracti specifies a contraction that can only be executed as part of a handover. In summary, a transition
function specifies a set of turns a particle would like to perform based on the locally available information.
A system of particles progresses by executing atomic actions. An action is either the execution of an isolated turn
for a single particle or the execution of a turn for each of two particles resulting in a handover between those particles.
Note that if a movement is not executable, the respective action is not enabled: For example, a particle occupying
two nodes cannot expand although it might specify this movement in a turn. As another example, a particle cannot
expand into an occupied node except as part of a handover. Finally, an action consisting of an isolated turn involving
the movement handoverContracti is never enabled as this movement can only be performed as part of a handover.
The transition function is applied for each particle to determine the set of enabled actions in the system. From this
set, a single action is arbitrarily chosen and executed. The process of evaluating the transition function and executing
an action continues as long as there is an enabled action.
Two actions are said to be independent if they do not involve nodes that are neighbors in Geqt. Each particle can
locally ensure that at most one action in its neighborhood is executed at any point in time. Hence, all of our results
also hold if a set of mutually independent actions was chosen to be concurrently executed at any point in time.
4 Morphing Problems
In general, we define a morphing problem as being a problem in which a system of particles has to morph into a
shape with specific characteristics (by changing the positioning of the particles inGeqt) while sustaining connectivity.
Examples of morphing problems are the formation of geometric shapes and coating objects (i.e., surrounding a given
set of nodes). Before we can formally define morphing problems, we need some definitions.
We define the configuration of a particle as the tuple of its state, its flags, the set of nodes it occupies, and its
orientation. A system of particles progresses by performing atomic actions, each of which affects the configuration
of one or two particles. Therefore, a system progresses through a sequence of configurations where a configuration
of a system is the set of configurations of all its particles. We define the connectivity graph G(c) of a configuration
c as the subgraph of Geqt induced by the occupied nodes in c.
We can formally define a morphing problem as a tuple M = (I,G) where I and G are sets of connected
configurations. We say I is the set of initial configurations and G is the set of goal configurations. An algorithm
A, formally defined by a transition function δ, solves M if three conditions hold: Consider the execution of A on
a system in an arbitrary configuration from I . First, the system stays connected throughout the execution of A.
Second, the execution eventually reaches a configuration in which the transition function of each particle maps to
the empty set (we say A terminates). Third, when the execution terminates, the reached configuration is from G.
5 Infinite Object Coating
As a subclass of the class of morphing problems, one can consider coating problems in which an object is to be
coated (i.e., surrounded or engulfed) by the particles of a system as uniformly as possible. We investigate the Infinite
Object Coating problem where the object has an infinite surface and, accordingly, a uniform coating is accomplished
when all the particles of a system are directly connected to the object.
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5.1 Problem Definition
In the Infinite Object Coating problem, an object can be represented by a set of contracted particles occupying nodes
in Geqt. These particles are in a special object state, and we refer to these particles as object particles. A transition
function must map to the empty set for an object particle, and no particle can switch into the object state. We denote
the number of non-object particles in a system by n. In the reminder of this paper, unless otherwise stated, when we
refer to a particle, we mean a non-object particle. We say a particle lies on the surface of the object if it is connected
to an object particle. Consider a connected induced subgraph C of Geqt. The subgraph C is called compact if
Geqt − C is 2-connected. An object that induces a compact subgraph in Geqt is a valid object. Intuitively, this
definition means that a valid object cannot have tunnels of width one, see Figure 4. Disallowing these tunnels allows
particles to move along the object in single file (as will be described in Section 5.2.1) without blocking each other
and therefore improves the clarity of presentation by avoiding boundary cases.
Figure 4: An example of an invalid object. The object occupies a half-plane except for the nodes marked by the solid line.
These nodes form a tunnel of width one in the object since removing the topmost of these nodes from Geqt − C disconnects
the two remaining nodes in that graph.
As presented in Section 4, a morphing problem is defined as a tuple (I,G) where I is a set of initial configu-
rations and G is a set of goal configurations. For the Infinite Object Coating problem, I is the set of all connected
configurations consisting of a valid object together with a finite set of contracted particles. Every particle stores a
phase as part of its state and in an initial configuration every particle is in an inactive phase; we will elaborate on
phases in Section 5.2.2. Similarly, the set G is the set of all configurations consisting of a valid object together with
a finite set of contracted particles that all lie on the surface of the object.
The general Amoebot model as described in Section 3 can take various specific forms depending on how systems
of particles are initialized, what information particles keep track of in their state, and what information they share
over their edges. In the Infinite Object Coating problem, we do not make any assumption about the orientation of the
particles. Therefore, we work in a no-compass variant of the model. While particles do not share a common sense of
direction, they are able to keep track of directions by storing edge labels in their state and updating these labels upon
movement. The updates can be encoded in the transition function. We assume that a particle keeps track of whether
it is contracted or expanded; the particle also keeps track of which edge labels are incident to the occupied node that
is an endpoint of the edge labeled 0. Additionally, we assume that for an edge with label i the corresponding flag
always includes the index i, the information whether the edge is incident to the occupied node that is an endpoint
of the edge labeled 0, and whether the particle is contracted or expanded. Using this information, a particle that
reads a flag can compare its orientation to the orientation of the particle that set the flag and therefore particles can
exchange information about directions. Lastly, we assume that a particle keeps track of what edge labels specify
valid contraction indices.
For the sake of generality, the Amoebot model does not enforce any fairness condition on the execution of
actions. However, for the Infinite Object Coating problem we make the following assumption: Any set of of consec-
utive configurations in which a particle p could be affected by an enabled action, but is not, is finite.
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5.2 Algorithm
Our algorithm for the Infinite Object Coating problem is a combination of three algorithmic primitives. First, parti-
cles lying on the surface of the object lead the way by moving in a common direction along the surface. Second, the
remaining particles follow behind the leading particles resulting in the system flattening out towards the direction
of movement. Third, particles on the surface check whether there are particles not lying on the surface and use this
information to eventually achieve termination. We present each of these primitives in detail in the following sections.
5.2.1 Moving Along a Surface
Our first algorithmic primitive solves a simple problem: We want all particles on the surface to move along the
surface in a common direction. However, before we can present our algorithm for this problem, we need some
definitions. For an expanded particle, we denote the node the particle last expanded into as the head of the particle
and call the other occupied node its tail. For a contracted particle, we define the single occupied node to be both the
head and the tail. The set of labels associated to the edges incident to the head can be encoded as part of the state,
and this information can be set upon expansion as part of the transition function. Therefore, a particle can always
distinguish the labels of edges incident to its head (head labels) from the labels of edges incident to its tail (tail
labels). Accordingly, we call edges that are labeled with a head label head edges and the remaining edges tail edges.
Combined with the information about valid contraction indices described in Section 5.1, a particle can deliberately
contract out of its tail or its head. In our algorithm, particles are only allowed to contract out of their tails so that the
fact that a particle contracts uniquely defines the contraction direction. Note that with this convention, the head of a
particle still is occupied by that particle after a contraction.
A particle on the surface can move along the surface in two directions. However, we want all particles on
the surface to move in a common direction. The simple procedure given in Algorithm 1, which is very similar to
the moving algorithm presented by Drees et al. [23], can be used to achieve this goal: A contracted particle uses
Algorithm 1 Movement along a Surface
let k be the size of the neighborhood of the particle (i.e., k = 6 or k = 10)
let i be the label of an edge connected to the object
while edge i is connected to the object do
i ← (i− 1) mod k
return i
the procedure to compute the direction of an expansion, and an expanded particle simply contracts according to
above definitions. The correctness of this approach is based on two facts. First, all particles share a common sense
of rotation (i.e., the edge labels always increase counter-clockwise around a particle). Second, according to our
definition of a valid object, an object must occupy a single consecutive sequence of nodes around a particle from the
local perspective of that particle and not all nodes around a particle belong to the object.
5.2.2 Spanning Forest Algorithm
As the name suggests, the spanning forest algorithm aims to organize the particles in a system as a spanning forest
where the particles that represent the roots of the trees in the forest are considered leaders whom the remaining
particles follow. Therefore, the movement of the system is dominated by the movement of the leaders. Every
particle that is connected to the surface becomes a leader, and leaders move along the surface as described in the
previous section. Algorithm 2 provides a detailed description of this approach.
In contrast to particles in phase inactive, we say followers and leaders are active. As specified in Algorithm 2,
the value d is only defined for followers. We denote the node in Geqt reached from a follower p via the edge labeled
d as u(p). The following lemmas demonstrate some properties that hold during the execution of the spanning forest
algorithm and will be used in Section 5.3 to analyze our complete algorithm.
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Algorithm 2 Spanning Forest Algorithm
A particle is in one of three phases inactive, follow, and lead. Initially, all particles are assumed to be in phase
inactive. The phase of a particle is encoded as part of its state, and a particle indicates its phase as part of all its flags.
We call a particle in phase follow a follower and a particle in phase lead a leader. A follower stores a head label d
in its state and includes a follow indicator in the flag for the edge with label d. Depending on its phase, a particle p
behaves as described below. The transition function maps either to a set containing a single turn or to the empty set.
The specified conditions are to be checked in the given order. If a condition holds, the transition function maps to the
set containing only the respective turn. If none of the conditions holds, the transition function maps to the empty set.
inactive: If p is connected to the surface, it becomes a leader and executes the idle movement. If an adjacent
node is occupied by a leader or a follower, p sets d to point towards that node and becomes a follower.
follow: If p is contracted and connected to the surface, it becomes a leader and executes the idle movement.
If p is contracted and there is an expanded particle p′ occupying the node reached via the edge labeled
d, p expands in direction d as an attempt to a handover and sets d to correspond to the contraction
direction of p′. If p is expanded and a follow indicator is read from a contracted neighbor over a tail
edge, p executes a handover contraction and changes d to keep the direction constant. If p is expanded,
no follow indicator is read over a tail edge, and p has no inactive neighbor, p contracts and changes d
to keep the direction constant.
lead: If p is contracted, it expands in the direction computed by Algorithm 1. If p is expanded and a follow
indicator is read from a contracted neighbor over a tail edge, p executes a handover contraction. If p
is expanded, no follow indicator is read over a tail edge, and there is no inactive neighbor, p contracts.
Lemma 1 For a follower p the node u(p) is occupied by an active particle.
Proof. Consider a follower p in any configuration during the execution of Algorithm 2. Note that p can only get into
phase follow from phase idle, and once it leaves the follow phase it will not switch to that phase again. Consider the
first configuration c1 in which p is a follower. In the configuration c0 immediately before c1, p must be inactive and
it becomes a follower because of an active particle p′ occupying u(p) in c0. The particle p′ still occupies u(p) in c1.
Now assume that u(p) is occupied by an active particle p′ in a configuration ci, and that p is still a follower in the
next configuration ci+1 that results from executing an action a. If a affects p and p′, the action must be a handover
in which p updates its value d such that u(p) changes but p′ again occupies u(p) in ci+1. If a affects p but not p′, it
must be a contraction in which u(p) does not change and is still occupied by p′. If a affects p′ but not p, there are
multiple possibilities. The particle p′ might switch from phase follow to phase lead or it might expand, neither of
which violate the lemma. Furthermore, p′ might contract. If u(p) is the head of p′, p′ still occupies u(p) in ci+1.
Otherwise, p′ reads a follow indicator from p over a tail edge in ci and therefore the contraction must be part of a
handover. As p is not involved in the action, the handover must be between p′ and a third active particle p′′. It is
easy to see that after such a handover u(p) is occupied by either p′ or p′′. Finally, if a affects neither p nor p′, u(p)
will still be occupied by p′ in ci+1. uunionsq
Based on Lemma 1, we define a successor relation on the active particles in a configuration c. Let p be a follower.
We say p′ is the successor of p if p′ occupies u(p). Analogously, we say p is a predecessor of p′. Furthermore, we
define a directed graph A(c) for a configuration c as follows. A(c) contains the same nodes as G(c). For every
expanded particle p in c, A(c) contains a directed edge from the tail to the head of p, and for every follower p′ in c,
A(c) contains a directed edge from the head of p′ to u(p′).
Lemma 2 The graph A(c) is a forest, and if there is at least one active particle, every connected component of
inactive particles contains a particle that is connected to an active particle.
Proof. In an initial configuration c0, all particles are inactive and therefore the lemma holds trivially. Now assume
that the lemma holds for a configuration ci. We will show that it also holds for the next configuration ci+1 that
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results from executing an action a. If a affects an inactive particle p, this particle either becomes a follower or a
leader. In the former case p joins an existing tree, and in the latter case p forms a new tree in A(ci+1). In either case,
A(ci+1) is a forest and the connected component of inactive particles that p belongs to in ci is either non-existent
or connected to p in ci+1. If a affects only a single particle p that is in phase follow, this particle can contract or
become a leader. In the former case, p has no predecessor p′ such that u(p′) is the tail of p and also p has no idle
neighbors. Therefore, the contraction of p does not disconnect any follower or inactive particle and, accordingly,
does not violate the lemma. In the latter case, p becomes a root of a tree which also does not violates the lemma. If a
involves only a single particle p that is in phase lead, p can expand or contract. An expansion trivially cannot violate
the lemma and the argument for the contraction is the same as for the contraction of a follower above. Finally, if
a involves two active particles in ci, these particles perform a handover. While such a handover can change the
successor relation among the nodes, it cannot violate the lemma. uunionsq
The following lemma shows that the spanning forest algorithm achieves progress in that as long as the leaders
keep moving, the remaining particles will eventually follow them.
Lemma 3 An expanded particle eventually contracts.
Proof. Consider an expanded particle p in a configuration c. Note that p must be active. If there is an enabled action
that includes the contraction of p, that action will remain enabled until p contracts and therefore p will contract
eventually according to the fairness assumption we made in Section 5.1. So assume that there is no enabled action
that includes the contraction of p. According to the behavior of inactive particles, at some point in time all particles
in the system will be active. If the contraction of p becomes part of an enabled action before this happens, p will
eventually contract. So assume that all particles are active but still p cannot contract. If p has no predecessors, the
isolated contraction of p is an enabled action which contradicts our assumption. Therefore, pmust have predecessors.
Furthermore, p must read at least one follow indicator over a tail edge and all predecessors from which it reads a
follow indicator must be expanded as otherwise p could again contract as part of a handover. Let p′ be one of the
predecessors of p. If p′ would contract, a handover between p′ and p would become an enabled action. We can apply
the complete argument presented in this proof so far to p′ and so on backwards along a branch in a tree in A(c) until
we reach a particle that can contract. We will reach such a particle by Lemma 2. Therefore, we found a sequence
of expanded particles that starts with p′ and ends with a particle that eventually contracts. The contraction of that
last particle will allow the particle before it in the sequence to contract and so on. Finally, the contraction of p will
become part of an enabled action and therefore p will eventually contract. uunionsq
In the above lemmas, the direction of expansion of leaders is not used. Furthermore, the fact that only particles
on the surface become leaders is not used. Therefore, the algorithm works independently of the selection of leaders
and their expansion direction. This makes the spanning forest algorithm a reusable algorithmic primitive.
5.2.3 Complaining Algorithm
The algorithm so far achieves that the particles spread out towards one direction on the surface, which will be shown
formally in Section 5.3. However, the particles keep moving indefinitely even when all particles lie on the surface.
Since we require termination from an algorithm to solve the Infinite Object Coating problem, we need another
algorithmic primitive that ensures that once all particles are on the surface, they eventually stop moving. To achieve
this, we use the idea of complaining, see Algorithm 3. The algorithm extends Algorithm 2 by changing the set of
turns for leaders. The conditions in Algorithm 3 ought to be checked before the conditions given in Algorithm 2.
Note that a complaint indicator will be consumed by a leader p if it expands, contracts, or performs a handover.
That is, as long as all particles which forwarded the indicator have not moved up to p, p will not see a complaint
indicator. Furthermore, consider a follower q that reached the surface, but is not a leader yet. If q reads a complaint
indicator, it will not forward the indicator directly, but as soon as it turns into a leader. Moreover, if all particles are
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Algorithm 3 Complaining Algorithm
Consider a leader particle p and let s be the direction returned by Algorithm 1, i.e., the direction that leaders use to
travel along the surface. Leaders can include a complaint indicator in a flag. If p is contracted and cannot expand or
perform a handover and sees a follow indicator or complaint indicator, it sends a complaint indicator in direction s
and performs the idle movement. If p is contracted and does not see a complaint indicator, it does not perform any
action. Otherwise p behaves according to Algorithm 2.
leaders, then no leader sees a follow indicator. We extend the notion of u(p) from Section 5.2.2 to leaders. The node
u(p) for a leader p is the node in the direction returned by Algorithm 1. Hence, the notion of successors (i.e., p′ is a
successor of p in some configuration c if p′ occupies u(p)) is now also applicable for leaders. If u(p) is unoccupied, p
has no successor. The descendants of a particle p are all nodes reachable by the successor relation (i.e., the successor
of, the successor of the successor, and so on). For each particle p we denote the descendant that has no successor
with a(p). For the next lemma consider a system that behaves according to Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3.
Lemma 4 As long as a follower particle p exists, a descendant will eventually expand, and if all particles are
leaders the transition function of every leader eventually maps to the empty set.
Proof. For the first statement assume that even though the particle p exists, no descendant expands. Following
our assumption none of the descendants can expand, therefore they all have to be contracted, because an expanded
descendant would allow for a handover which involves an expansion. Therefore, a complaint indicator is created
by a leader particle that is a descendant of p and sees a follow indicator. This indicator is forwarded among the
descendants along the surface until a(p) sees it. Particle a(p) can always expand, which contradicts the assumption.
To prove the second statement, we look at the case in which all particles are leaders. We already mentioned
that no more follow indicators exist. Therefore, it is easy to see that all complaint indicators eventually vanish.
Accordingly, the transition function of all particles without a neighbor in direction s maps to the empty set. As a
result, the transition function of leaders that are neighbors to leaders without a neighbor in direction s will eventually
map to the empty set. This process continues until the transition function of every particle maps to the empty set. uunionsq
5.3 Analysis
Now, we can show that our algorithm as developed in the previous three sections solves the Infinite Object Coating
problem.
Theorem 1 Our algorithm solves the Infinite Object Coating problem.
Proof. First, we have to show that the algorithm maintains connectivity. So consider a system of particles in a
configuration during the execution of our algorithm. The object is by definition connected. A leader always lies on
the surface of the object according to Algorithm 2. A follower is always part of a tree in the spanning forest as shown
in Lemma 2. As every tree forms a connected component and is rooted in a leader, the set of object particles and
active particles forms a connected component. Finally, an inactive particle is always part of a connected component
of inactive particles that includes a particle that is connected to an active particle, again by Lemma 2. Therefore, all
particles in the system form a single connected component.
Next, we have to show that the algorithm terminates and that when it does, the system is in a goal configuration.
A common property of all goal configurations is that all particles lie on the surface. In our algorithm, every particle
p eventually activates. If p initially lies on the surface, it becomes a leader and remains on the surface. If p initially
does not lie on the surface, it becomes a follower. Let c be the first configuration in which p is a follower. Consider
the directed path in A(c) from the head of p to the first node on the surface. There always is such a path since every
follower belongs to a tree in A(c) by Lemma 2, every such tree is rooted in a leader, and a leader only occupies
nodes on the surface. Let P = (u0, u1, . . . , uk) be that path where u0 is the head of p and uk lies on the surface.
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Figure 5: Worst-case configuration concerning work. The object particles are shown in black and the non-object particles are
shown in red. The infinite object is a half-plane and the n non-object particles lie on a straight line.
According to Algorithm 2, p attempts to follow P by sequentially expanding into the nodes u1, . . . , uk. By Lemma 4,
the algorithm does not terminate before p reaches the surface, and according to Lemma 3, p can actually execute all
movements required to follow P . Therefore, p eventually lies on the surface, becomes a leader, and remains on the
surface. According to Lemma 4 this means that for all particles the transition function eventually maps to the empty
set which implies termination. uunionsq
Finally, we would like to measure how well our algorithm performs in terms of energy consumption. For this,
we consider the number of movements executed in a system until termination and call this measure work. When we
refer to movement in the context of work, we only mean expansions and contraction but not idle movements. We
count a handover as two movements. We ignore any computation a particle performs since in a physical realization
the energy consumption of computation is most likely negligible compared to the energy consumption of movement.
Lemma 5 The worst-case work required by any algorithm to solve the Infinite Object Coating problem is Ω(n2).
Proof. Consider the configuration depicted in Figure 5. The particle labeled i requires at least 2i movements before
it lies contracted on the surface. Therefore, any algorithm requires at least
∑n−1
i=0 2i = Ω(n
2) work. uunionsq
Theorem 2 Our algorithm requires worst-case optimal work Θ(n2).
Proof. To prove the upper bound, we simply show that every particle executes O(n) movements. The theorem
then follows by Lemma 5. Consider a particle p. While p is inactive, it does not move. While p is a follower, it
moves along a path to the surface as described in the proof of Theorem 1. The length of this path is bound by 2n
and, therefore, the number of movements p executes while being a follower is O(n). While p is a leader it only
performs expansions if it reads a complaint indicator. Since a complaint indicator is consumed by an expansion (see
Section 5.2.3), a leader can see at most n− 1 indicators. Every expansion is followed by a contraction, therefore the
number of movements p executes while being a leader is as well O(n), which concludes the theorem. uunionsq
6 Conclusion
In this work we have formally defined the Amoebot model and presented a work-optimal algorithm for the Infinite
Object Coating problem under this model. We want to use the Amoebot model to investigate various other problems
in which the system of particles forms a single connected component at all times. Other coating problems might be
considered, in particular when the object surface is finite and the surface of an object has to be coated as uniformly
as possible by the particles of a system (possibly with multiple layers of “coating”). A second example is the class of
shape formation problems in which a system has to arrange to form a specific shape, with or without a seed particle.
Finally, in bridging problems particles have to bridge gaps in given structures. We see the coating as an algorithmic
primitive for solving other problems. For example, the formation of a shape can be achieved by creating an initially
small instance of that shape which is then iteratively coated to form increasingly large instances until the number
of particles in the system is exhausted. Furthermore, we envision that our spanning forest algorithm (Section 5.2.2)
may in turn be a building block for other variations of the coating problems.
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